This is a two-part form so each party to the agreement has a record of it.

Hunting/Angling Permission Record
Name
Name of
of Angler/Hunter:
Sportsmen:

Address:

_________________________________________________________________
Hunting/Fishing
License#:
Expiry Date:

*OFAH Member #:

I hereby consent to the person named above

Angling

Hunting

Hunting & Angling

On my property for the species and on the dates noted below:
Species:
Dates:

Property Boundaries:

LANDOWNER'S SIGNATURE

LANDOWNER'S PHONE NUMBER

DATE

* OFAH
OFAHmembers
members
association
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liability have
coverage
have an
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in in
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withwith
their their
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personalpersonal
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an additional
$3additional
million in publicliability
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when they
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in OFAH
related
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such asrelated
hunting,activities
fishing, skeet,
or target shooting,
archery,camping
in connection
an OFAH
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insurance
when
they are
engaged
in OFAH
suchtrap
as hunting,
fishing, skeet,
trap or target
shooting,with
archery,
activity, conservation
work,
andan
non-commercial
trapping
camping
in connection
with
OFAH activity,
conservation work, and non-commercial trapping

This is a two-part form so each party to the agreement has a record of it.

Landowner's Permission Record
Name
Name of
of Sportsman:
Angler/Hunter:
Hunting/Fishing License #:

OFAH Membership #: ________________ Expiry Date: __________

Expiry Date:

OFAH Membership #:
Year, Make and Color of Vehicle:
Vehicle Licence#:
Species:

Dates Permitted on Property:
I hereby agree to hold
NAME OF LANDOWNER
blameless and without liability in the event of accident or injury while hunting or angling on his/her property.

SPORTSMEN'S
SIGNATURE
Angler/Hunter's
Signature

Angler/Hunter's
Phone
Number
SPORTSMEN'S
PHONE
NUMBER

DATE

OFAHmembers
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their membership
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with
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camping
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